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Tina Aadland  
Physical Education - PT

Kurt Adkinson  
Business Administration

Alison Anderson

Erik Anderson  
Philosophy

Lisa Ansborc  
Occupational Therapy

Rose-Marie Armstrong  
Chemistry

Fric Bailey  
Asian Studies

Kara Bailey  
Comparitive Sociology

Todd Baker  
English

Jennifer Baker  
English

Pamela Bander

Dori Barrall  
Theatre Arts
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Linda S. Breton  
English

Jacqueline Brock  
Psychology

Verna Brown  
English

Evelyn Buday  
Psychology

Jeffery Burquest  
Chemistry

Lara Bursztyn  
Psychology

Martyn Butler  
Communication

Karen Cammack

Justin Canny  
Politics and Government

Kay Caple  
Mathematics

Julie Carley  
Accounting

Jeanette Chapman
Travis Duncan
English

Timothy Duy
Economics

Julie Eaton
For Lang / Int'l Affairs

Timothy Droubay
Physics / Mathematics

Jed Feltis
Business

Thomas P. Economoa
Politics and Government

Kendall Edwards
Computer Sci / Bus Admin

Amy Elliot

Wendy Ellner
Biology

Elizabeth Ellsworth
English Literature / History

Paul Enfield
Computer Sci / Business

Shannon Fale
Business
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Miranda Frost
Economics / Comp Sci / Bus

Michelle Ganje
English Literature

DeLacy Ganley
English / Creative Writing

Toni Gavin
Business

Andrew Georgitsis
Computer Science

Mary Gibson
Psychology

Carl Gorabedian
Biology

Eric Gottschalk
Politics and Government

Joy Gretz
Art History

Gretchen Haase
Business

Wendy Haas
Natural Science / Biology

Monica Halbert
Sociology / Art
Kathleen King
Philosophy

Michael Koch
Biology

Lynn Kunisawa
Studio Art

Haleigh Kurtz
Chemistry

Ann Lambert
Politics and Government

Tammy Lancaster
Occupational Therapy

Lisa Lance
History

Janice Langbehn
Psychology

Paul Eric Larson
Accounting

Marc Lauinger

Kristin Lavery
Natural Science

Tina Law
Natural Science
Lynette Pappas
Business / Finance

Margi Perkins
International Business

Michelle Petersburg
Occupational Therapy

Jill Peterson
Nat. Science / Physical Therapy

Cheryl Peterson
P & G / Int'l Business

Theresa Peyton
Art History

Angela Pierce
Business Administration

Theresa L. Pollak
Psychology

Sorona Postle
Accounting

Christopher Putnam
English

Robert Putt
Anthropology

Laurie Rader
Bus. Leadership / Finance
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Kristin Semnder
Communication

Lisa Simonson
Occupational Therapy

Stephanie Sims
Marketing

Amy Sisson
Creative Writing

Stephen Snider
Accounting

Jennifer Snow
Comparative Sociology

Steven Sonnen
Physics / Mathematics

Lisa Sopko
Business

Steve Stanford
English / Writing

Tracy Stephens
Music Education

Tina Streich
Communication

Laura Strong
Mathematics / Economics
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